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a marked feature of the administration of the Army
in Egypt. Upon permit duties, for example, were
employed highly trained and highly paid military
policemen, members of the Provost Marshal's staff.
Up and down the Canal Zone these men travelled
daily on the trains, performing the mechanical duty
of examining permits.
Meanwhile other and different problems which
war brings in its train w-ere confronting subordinate
commanders in the Zone. The troops, bored with
a continuous and monotonous round of drill and
fatigue duty on the east bank of the Canal, sought
amusement and change of scene where they could.
Cairo and Alexandria were out of reach of most;
Port Said, closer at hand, was an attractive alternative.
Local leave was given liberally to all ranks, and the
town was crowded with troops. Sirmum voces et
Circae pocula beckoned the adventurous: the shop
windows the more prudent. Once more, and for the
last time during the War, the local traders reaped
rich profits. No rubbish was so bad that it could not
be foisted upon the unsuspicious soldier, who spent
his money royally upon spurious curios, hardly worth
the cost of their postage to England. It would have
been well for the visitor had he committed no other
folly but wasting his pay upon trash. Unhappily
more vicious pursuits tempted him. At the corner
of every street stood a drinking bar where fiery liquor
was sold at extravagant prices. The proprietor,
always a European of low class, securely entrenched
in the Capitulations, laughed at the efforts of the
Civil Administration to dislodge him. Daily the
number of establishments where alcohol was sold
increased : daily the spectacle of drunken soldiers and
sailors became more common. Disorder followed.
The few military policemen stationed in the area
could not watch each bar : and the civil police, true

